POLE SPECIFICATIONS:

SECTION: OCTAGONAL TAPERED
COLOUR: BLACK ECLIPSE
FINISH: POLISHED

NOTES:

1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS UNLESS OTHERWISE SHOWN.
2. FOR LUMINAIRE ATTACHMENT DETAILS, SEE BSD-826.
3. POLES SHALL BE MANUFACTURED AND PLACED SO THAT HANDHOLE ORIENTATIONS ARE IN ACCORDANCE WITH OPSD 2220.01.
4. HANDHOLE WIRING CONNECTIONS TO LUMINAIRE SHALL BE MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH OPSD 2255.020.
5. HOLE TO BE AUGURED OR "HYDRO-VACED".
6. ADD 150MM FOUNDATION OF 19MM CLEAR CRUSHED STONE, COMPACTED, TO FIRM POLE BASE SETTINGS.
7. SET POLE ENSURING BASE OF POLE IS AT FINISHED GRADE.
8. BACKFILL AND TAMP BOTTOM 450MM BEFORE FINAL PLUMBING OF POLE THEN CONTINUE TO BACKFILL.
9. USE LIMESTONE SCREENINGS FOR BACKFILL, TAMING EVERY 150mm UP TO 200MM BELOW FINISHED GRADE.
10. TOP LAYER OF BACKFILL SHALL BE WITH 200MM TOPSOIL TO FINISHED GRADE.